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NOTES ABOUT THE INTERPRETATION

Each of the three instruments both play and sing. The playing should dominate, with the singing shaping the color of played tones.

If it facilitates tuning the sung pitches, the three players may sit somewhat apart from each other. The pitches should generally be sung in the octave notated (i.e. male voices). For female voices, the pitches may be transposed up an octave.

Alternately, it is possible to share the parts between string players and male voices. In this case the respective string player and singer should sit close together, working as one musician.

The adapted viola used in this piece is based on the tuning of Harry Partch's so-named instrument: G-D-A-E one octave below the violin. Any similar string instrument with these four open strings may be used (e.g. tenor violin). One possibility, using a large "normal" viola, is to restring the instrument as follows: replace the bottom two strings with shortened cello C and G strings (the difference in length will allow tuning the pitches G and D). Thinner tungsten strings are preferred. For the upper two strings, use long viola G and D, tuned up a wholestep. Flexible wire-core strings will accomplish this without breaking.
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Take as many bows as needed, playing with a full tone even as the harmonics become higher and noisier. In the instrumental parts, black noteheads indicate previously sounded pitches that are tied over, while white noteheads are used to indicate new pitches. On occasion, there are portamenti from one harmonic node to another. Allow the bowing to continue unimpeded, even if unexpected tones might be produced!

Sing softly, tuning as purely as possible to your instrument, mainly sounding the vowels of the text, as though from the bottom of a well. The voice may freely follow rhythms suggested by the text and by the time needed to tune carefully; in general, each bar might last between about 3 and 5 seconds. The sung phrases may elide into the next bar at the players’ discretion.
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A-men.